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MY FRIEND SANCHO

17 April, 2008

Savita Bhabhi and the Travelling Bra
Salesman
Is this the first Indian porn comic strip, perhaps?
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The storyline is immensely corny, but I don’t think that’s a problem
in this particular genre. My favourite bit is when the bra salesman
goes ”Thank You, Thank You, Thank You GOD!” Heh.
(Link via a reader who wishes to remain unnamed, and writes: “DO
NOT hat tip me for this.” WTF?
And obviously this is NSFW. Like, duh...)
Update: Reader Tanisha writes in to point out that my storylines are
classier. She is referring to these two posts: 1, 2.
I can only blush with modesty…
Posted by Amit Varma in Arts and entertainment | Miscellaneous
My first book, My Friend Sancho,
was published in May 2009, and
went on to become the biggest
selling debut novel released that
year in India. It is a contemporary
love story set in Mumbai, and had
earlier been longlisted for the Man
Asian Literary Prize 2008. To learn
more about the book, click here.
If you're interested, do join the
Facebook group for My Friend
Sancho
Click here for more about my
publisher, Hachette India.
My posts on India Uncut about My
Friend Sancho can be found here.

RECENT ENTRIES
Men, Listen Up
According to the Times of India, the
five things men need to do to attract
women are 1] grow…
Heavy Fuel
Mid Day reports: In an attempt to
prevent animal abuse, the state
government has instructed petroleum
giants Indian Oil,…
The Dalit Cartel
Check out this piece by Shikha
Dalmia on the role that market forces
play in perpetuating the caste system.
…
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Ban Nudity! Ban Nightlife!
Our right-wing lunatics are so funny
sometimes that it’s hard to hate them.
Balbir Punj has a bizarre (but…
City News
Having resumed blogging, it was
natural for me to head over to the ToI
site for the potential double…
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